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Students Urge Action Conscientious Obiector Relates
On Vietnam Question Opinions in Y - Forum Program
Seemingly one of the few college
campuses yet to organize student
action on the Vietnamese war, Ursinus moved a step in that direction last Tuesday night, October
31.
The result of the meeting, attended by approximately one hundred students and faculty, was the
formation of the Vietnam Discussion Committee. This group will
function as the organizer of one
or two days of student action on
Vietnam sometime in the first half
of December. The committee has
been designated the task of setting up groups of "hawks" and
"doves" to provide speakers for
and against the present war in
Vietnam.
The VDC is the end-product of
the efforts of a group of students
who had attended the recent antiwar march on Washington. They
felt it necessary to "vitalize the
smug complacency" of the UC student body. Herb Smith mentioned
that different news-services had

sounded out concerning coverage of
the activities here at UC.
The meeting, however, was advertised as anti-war. The representation therefore was strictly "dove"
except for a few "hawks" who
came out of curiosity (or sense of
the morbid as some said). Those
present who expected anti-war sentiments in abundance were somewhat dismayed at the objective results of what had been intended.
Drs. Zucker and Rice, Mr. Clymer,
and Mr. Waldo appear to be the
decisive factors here. Their influence was to have both sides represented in any activities which would
occur. Discussion was at times
heated but remained rational
enough so that one could see that
the prime objective of all was a
program free of bias.
Yet to be accomplished is the
gathering of the "dove" and
"hawk" camps which will work in
conjunction with the Vietnam Day
Committee.

Stringfellow Reveals
American Sicknesses

"Property, Money and the Ethics of Society" was the
subject of last evening's Ursinus College Forum. William
Stringfellow, described by Time as "one of Christianity's most
persuasive critics from within," was the second lecturer in
the current series on the general theme of "Free Enterprise
on the Contemporary Social Scene."
American Sickness
Stringfellow commented on the
morality and immoralities of contemporary American life: "The
schism in American life is an economic one-the "haves" versus the
"have nots." Whether the United
States can continue as a country
solely for the "haves" is a decision
we all must face. This summer's
riots point up the inner sickness in
the American way."
Having immersed himself in the
heart of American life, Stringfellow is the author of several books.
My People is the Enemy is an account of the seven years the lecturer spent living and working in
Harlem. It has been said that to
read him is to walk the streets
through the complexities of our
day. His other books are White
Supremacy and Black Power, Prospects for an American Totalitarianism, Peace an'd Race, and The
Law and the Poor.
Author, Theologian, Lecturer
As a noted lay theologian, the
lecturer has spoken at the invitation of the Episcopal House of
Bishops, the Roman Catholic Liturgical Conference, the American
(Continued on Page 2, Column 4)

In introducing his views, Leverington stated, "The draft is the
biggest question confronting most
young males in the United States
today. It is a life or death matter."
Concerning this view he
confesses that he can respect someone who believes that the armed
forces is the best way to fulfill his
life, however it is the non-thinking
person for whom he lacks respect.
Defining a C. O.
In defining what a conscientious
objector is, Leverington explained,
the Military Service Act of 1957
and many other acts provide a
placement in civilian service "for
those whose beliefs, primarily religious, conflict with active service
in the armed forces." Leverington
however feels that this is not
enough, he would refuse to fill out
forms sent to him by his selective
service board, and also refuse to
serve if called, thus making him liable to punishment of a five year
maximum prison sentence and up
to ten thousand dollar fine . The
question confronting students was
why should someone who could escape service as a C. O. violate the
law and be taken out of society for
five years.
Leverington stated his reason to
be absolute opposition to conscription per se. He stressed that he is

CharLes Simpson Heads
Founders' Day Program

I

not just objecting to the war in
Vietnam. His reasons for opposing conscription are: (1) the draft
is a form of involuntary servitude
which is unconstitutional by the
thirteenth amendment; (2) there i
a hidden tax in the great loss of
salary from civilian paychecks to
military pay; (3) the draft is unnecessary and that the congressional commission working on the idea
of the cost of a volunteer army h~s
falsified the cost; (4) the draft IS
an aspect of a totalitarian government; (5) some people earlier in
our history came to America to
avoid such tyranny in other countries but now are confronted with
it here; (6) the draft encourages
sick "evasive mentality" among the
young people; (7) the young man
of 18 or 19 is not mature enough to
decide whether he wants to sacrifice his life for the cause, whatever
it may be. These boys have no vote
or representation to state their
views.
Vietnam
Leverington thinks the Vietnam
war may not have been escalated
as it was if the selective service
system did not have the power to
move the draftee number up or
down as it pleased. The S.S.S. is
in violation of the system of checks
and balances. He concluded his
presentation by advising, "In making your choice to follow or not to
follow the draft p~ocedure, it
should be entirely up to your own
conscience."
Ur in us Que tion
During the question and answer
period he was asked about a volunteer army in wartime. He answered, "If there are not enough
people who are willing to fight,
they should not be coerced into it
for any reason."

Charles G. Simpson, general
manager of the Philadelphia
Gas Works and vice-president
of the United Gas Improvements Company, delivered the
address last Sunday, Nov. 5 at When asked about his feeling
communism and why don't
the annual Founders' Day about
the C.O.'s help subvert communism
Celebration.
rather than the U.S. army, he re-

Founders' Day Feature Speaker,
Charles G. Simpson

Messiah Rehearses
For 30th Rendition
In just less than one month, on
December 7, the thirtieth annual
presentation of Handel's Messiah
will take place in Bomberger chapel at 8:15 p.m. For those students
unable to obtain tickets for the
evening performance, the full rehearsal at 2:00 is open to the public and provides an opportunity to
hear one of the finest musical
events on campus.

On Wednesday, Nov. 1, Robert Leverington, a conscientious objector, was welcomed by students interested in debating this nationally prominent issue. The program was
sponsored by the YM-YWCA. After stating his views, Leverington continued the program with a question and answer
period to allow students to question and challenge.

of the Messiah which their director,
Dr. William F. Philip, has chosen
for them to sing. With the help
of two student conductors, Sharon
Groff and Darryl Engler, and accompanists Linda Pyle and Cheryl
Lennich, the group rehearses for
three hours per week. Months of
hard work will finally payoff when,
combined with orchestra, guest soloists and organ, the students singing in the Messiah will open the
Since mid-September over two Christmas season at Ursinus with
hundred students have been prac- what promises to be a memorable
ticing the selected choral passages performance.

I
Robert Le\erington, conscientious
objector, peaks with tudents during di cu ion after Y -Forum.
he is against the "evasive mentality."
In summation Leverington felt
that at times in this world the law
of God and the law of man conflict.
When this happens the man using
his
conscience
will
hopefully
choose the law of God.
As for the sbdents present it
seems that more were fired up to
argue than sympathize. The student body was ready to defend its
viewpoint publicly without fear of
heine; inconsonant with "popular"
trends. Those who did not attend
had the benefit of discussions which
it sparked across the Ursinus campus.

Pi Nu To Sponsor
Evening of Music
A hootenany will be held in the
Wismer Parents' Lounge November
11 at 8 P.M . Sponsored by Pi Nu
Epsilon, the hootenany will feature
talent from Ursinus, as well as a
fire in the lounge's fireplace.
Pi Nu, the national honorary music fraternity, was founded in 1955
at Ursinus to both recognize men
and women who have contributed
to Ursinus' musical organizations,
and to promote these same activities. This year's pledges to the
organization are:
seniors, Jim
Farr, Don Green, Elise Kebcenel,
ancy Kiefer, and Linda Pyle; and
juniors, Louise Adams, Darryl
Engler, Sue Kegerise, Cheryl Lenich, Tom Mooers, and Joyce Small.

He was concerned primarily with plied, leI am strongly opposed to
the plight of the small college and communism, conscription, and the
the rising demand for education Vietnamese war all at once and
caused by the rising applicant rate. working against all three."
As a sub-topic Mr. Simpson comA t one point conscientious obmented on the Private vs. State jectors were accused of taking ircollege conflict. He explained that responsible people along for the
by 1985, 80"h of college enrollment ride in their anti-coercive movewill be in state colleges while pri- ment. Leverington admitted this
vate colleges will accommodate the is a problem and, as stated before,
remaining 20'1c. At present, in
Pennsylvania, there is a greater
percentage of students in private
schools.
I
Mr. Simpson felt that in order to
enlarge and improve private colleges and universities, one must
think of education as an investment:
rather than an expense. The use
of loans, scholarships, and state
funds will also be helpful.
He also stated there are three
basic "needs" to obtain these goals
-good leadership, which we have,
money, and facilities we are improving constantly. In accepting
the challenges of the future it is
thus important to meet the supply
and demand in college enrollment
and educational demands.
President Helfferich acknowledged the new graduates and gave
a small address stating that their
education is a delayed-action weapon which will explode unexpectedly
or unknowingly. It will give the Betsy Miller receh'es congratulations from President Donald Helfferich
graduate a good basis to meet any on being chosen Homecoming Queen, October 28. Betsy, a senior psychallenges that may arise in his chology major, was Delta Pi Sigma' candidate for queen and is escorted
future.
here by Ken Bosler of Delta Pi.

I

I
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Graffiti

THE PRIVATE SEA:

THE FOUR YEAR WAIT YOUR

LSD AND
In 1963 the Men's Student Government Association published a report of student attit udes and suggestions to the
THE SEARCH FOR GOD
faculty and administration. The repor t was well researched,
and obviously a great deal of work went int o it. Student
Recent r esearch int o the motivat- few of the more popular Asian reopinion is represented not by the ext remes, but by the norms,
ing force which compels many of ligions.
and the report's proposals are carefully thought out. Surtoday's college students to seek
Braden has actually written
prisingly enough, four years later, t he report is still valid.
escape from the tense, neurotic
about a religion which opposes the
The changes it envisioned have not been made. For four
world in which we live, has reJ udaeo-Christian concepts of God
years, a responsible student call for reform has been ignored.
vealed that exploratory escape is
and Christ, i.e., the basic theology
An example of the 1963 MSGA's program is the im- The incr easing awareness of col- the primary factor. In consider- of the Christian belief. No longer
provement of social life on campus. "The students feel that lege students across the nation ing this cause, it is convenient to is there a Supreme Being. He is
national policies, has
the College has a responsibility to them to provide some so- concerning
led to the growth of numerous stu- dismiss those of the ps ychedelic replaced by the uncorrupted concial life, as well as academic and cultural opportunities. The dent organizations. Mos t of the generation who indulge because of science of man. To many individCouncil believes that Ursinus College does not provide suffi- organizations being formed have a desire for status, affiliation, et uals who understand the transition
cient social events for the student. The campus should be been considered to be left-wing or- cetera; and also those who take occurring in religion today, this
the center of social life . . . many other small colleges pro- ganizations, and are looked down LSD "just for kicks." As skepti- New Theology sounds exactly like
upon by the more conservative ele- cal as it may seem to some oldvide much more for the student than does Ursinus."
ments of our society. Such groups school educators, there is, accord- the death-of-God dialog. This is
Not much has changed in four years. Parties and dances as Students for a Democratic So- ing to one author, a definite, sin- the r eal substance of The Private
Sea. Even though Braden has unare held off campus, and Ursinus College on a Friday or Sat- ciety and the National Student As- cere purpose associated with many successfully
explored the relationsociation
have
gained
public
recogLSD users.
urday is as lively as a home for the elderly. The solution
ship between this new religion and
nition through controversial dealfor the problem seems absurdly easy.
William Braden, in The Private the consciousness-expanding efings with and against the govern"Increase the Student Activities Fee. The Council rec- ment. The SDS organization is Sea: LSD and the Search for God, fects of LSD, he has clearly exommends that the Student Activity Fee be increased from considered to be an extremely left- indicates that the supposed psyche- plained the basic philosophy of the
delic generation is seeking escape God-is-dead movement.
$20 per annum to $30. This $10 increase per student would wing group, so extreme that it from
life as it is loved by some of
holds
a
place
on
the
CIA's
list
of
I sincerely believe that if we are
increase the budget of the Student Activities Committee by
subversive organizations. So when- us more (or less) sensible individ- to enjoy our lives completely, they
almost $10,000. The Council now urges that $5000 of this ever you take your draft physical, uals. Braden, as does Timothy
must be lived with the appreciation
money be used to increase the budgets of the already exist- be sure to designate your member- Leary, sees religiosity as the drive of
ideas other than those in which
motivating
the
conscious-expanding organizations . . . . The Council then suggests that the ship in SDS, because you will be
we believe. In considering Braing
movement.
In
The
Private
Sea,
remaining $5000 be given to an all-student Committee on exempt for having dealt in un- the author states that this new re- den's contribution, its importance
Student Activities. This new committee would be able to American activities.
ligion is a pantheistic substitution is threefold. First, it is an aid to
The
NSA
has
taken
a
place
in
sponsor various social events on campus, such as big-name
for our Western, Christ-oriented Christians in understanding clearly
the country's scene, as a result of
the beliefs which have arisen in
entertainers. Thus, Ursinus College could offer some of the its dealings with the CIA. This theology. The Christian God is re- opposition
to the Christian Theolplaced
with
a
personal
god;
a
god,
social life that is an integral part of many colleges, both has been going on for at least five
whose nature and character are de- ogy. Second, to those people who
years, but has just been recently rived from each of us. This new are still doubtful as to their own
large and small."
The result of this increase would be, "less discontent, uncovered. It is amazing how bold deity does not represent perfec- personal belief, The Private Sea
fewer disgruntled students, and less malicious damage to the our government is to try to infil- tion, nor does he dictate right from may provide an intelligent guide
trate the student ranks with its
to realizing the relationship becampus." The council also added (perhaps for the benefit of agents! But recently, the NSA has wrong.
tween the conscious and the innerthe administration) that future alumni would contribute more lost quite a bit of status, and has The remainder of the book is a self. And lastly, this book is for
to Loyalty Fund "if they were satisfied while they were in given up its place to the anti-war clear, perceptive exposition of this those God-is-dead supporters who
groups that have recently come in- self-oriented religion. In my opin- have been searching for a crisp,
college and not disgruntled."
ion, the title of the book is some- clear presentation of the New TheClearly, the Council's solution to our social life dilemma to prominence.
Surprisingly, or might I say, not what misleading. The majority of ology,
has great merit, but it has not been put into operation.
surprisingly, a right-wing organ- Braden's work deals with this New
One must realize though, that in
Why?
'
ization has come into existence. Theology, and not with LSD as a any of the above cases, all considmeans
of
understanding
the
inner
Perhaps one answer lies in the lack of student unity at This organization is the Young
erations must be accompanied by
Ursinus. We are content to grumble but that is all. We must Americans for Freedom (Y AF). being. The book is really an elu- understanding and tolerance. Othcidation
of
a
new
religion
which
is
realize that the only way to rectify conditions is through Its main policies include support- playing an increasingly important erwise, the appreciation of any reing the draft, the present legislaligion or belief will be severely
concerted effort. This year, we do have a central student tion
concerning possession, use, part in our present-day Western
government. Its president. Tom Dean, is a capable leader. and sale of marijuana, the war in Civilization. The basic emphasis limited.
-Gene Searfoss
He knows our problems and he is trying, as best he can, to Vietnam, and finally the upholding on the inner-self reminds me of a
change them. But he needs the complete support of the Ur- of the present censorship laws. So
sinus student body. We must be willing to let the adminis- we might say that this organiza- ECONOMIC FORUM
I um this year has an economic
stands for everything that the (Continued from Page 1, Col. 1) theme, Stringfellow's diverse extration know where we stand. We have been told to work tion
All-American youth should be in
through proper channels. So be it. But the administration favor of. It is a shame that we Association of Law Schools, the periences attracted interested students, many of whom are part of
must realize that change must come. We are tired of four have such unpatriotic young Amer- National Conference of Social his personal following. This Foricans in this country who are op- Work, the Gener~l Assembly of um points up the aspect of the Uryear waits.
to the resolutions of the the National Council of Churches, sinus liberal arts education taken
posed
-H.S.
and most of the law schools and

CHANCE
TO
PARTICIPATE!

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

YAF.
Of course this group is
much smaller than the ,NSA or
SDS. I wonder why?
But recently, the Y AF took a
turn for the better, or more explicity, a turn to the left. The
Oakland County, Michigan YAF
chapter passed resolutions in opposition to the draft and present
laws dealing with the marijuana
question. They also have come to
oppose the war in Vietnam, have
advocated complete withdrawal of
American forces there, and are now
opposed to all censorship. This is
a rather interesting occurrence, and
I might add that it is quite a blow
t the other chapters of YAF.
So to you potential members of
YAF, here is your chance to participate in something. But if you
are interested, be certain that you
don't inquire about a left-leaning
chapter-that would be bad for
you.
-Byron Jackson

Schrader's
Atlantic Station

PHIL.LI~ WILL YOU RUN OOT ~EI<E AND 6~E
wt,J,Af Tt,J,05E YCtl~~ AR.E uP TO WITH i\o{EI~ t(;(N HOlJI~ AALL'(~II

Also, the lecturer worked as a
special deputy attorney general in
New York for election frauds and
consultant to the State Commission
of Human Rights. While the For-

by President Helfferich in the Ursinus Bulletin, "Our chief commitment is to teach the good life. We
see no benefit for the future in a
race of very wise and very evil
men."
Two more Forums are scheduled
for second semester. The AFLCIO and "management" will b~
I'epresented by lecturers on the second Wednesday of February and
March.
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URSINUS STUDENT DISCUSSES
ATTITUDES TO VIETNAM WAR
John Schlegel Speaks
John Schlegel was with project
Delta. It was formed by the Special Forces in May, 1964, to infiltrate teams into Laos. Later it
took on a "hunter-killer" team aspect-six eight-man teams penetrating NLF strongholds by air.
Still later it expanded to include
"Omega" teams for infiltrating
Cambodia. The teams are led by
U.S. NCO's with another U.S. NCO
as assistant. The remainder on the
teams are ethnic Vietnamese,
Nung, Montagnards, Cambodians,
Lao, Thai, or any combination
thereof.
The project, although
made up of Special Forces, works
closely with the CIA and normally
receives its operations orders
through MACV-J2 (Military Assistance Command Vietnam; J2
stands for intelligence).
John would still be a professional
soldier except for the fact that he
was wounded by a land mine. He
was forced to leave the army because of wounds incurred, but not
before he had won two bronze
stars. Now he is a sophomore
here at Ursinus.
Int: What do you think of the
administration's policY in Viet
Nam?
John: Generally, I agree with
President Johnson's policy-my only disagreements are on military
tactics. I have faith in President
Johnson. He has the interest of
the nation at heart and I don't believe he is playing politics in the
conduct of the war. In Southeast
Asia we are doing what we have to
do."
Int: What do you feel the consequences of our being in Viet Nam
are?

From

Experience

but we will continue our presence
there with perhaps encla ves, lea ving the country as a whole to the
South Viet Names e.
Int.: What does t he a vera ge Viet Namese wa nt ?
John: The Viet Namese peasant's
only desire is to be left alone.
Int. : What do you think of the
draft vs. a volunteer army program?
John: I think the draft will always be with us. I feel it is the
only practical way to raise an army. Any other method would be
too expensive. Besides, the pay in
the army is good. When I was in
Viet Nam I was being paid $800 a
month, no taxes. There is no question about the ability for a person
to make a good life in the army.
Int.: What do you think of demonstrations by peaceniks?
John: Irresponsible dissent is
not good. Voting, objective demonstrations and letters to Congressmen are responsible dissent, and
are an integral part of democracy.
You can be against our policy but
not be for their policy.
Int.: What do you think of the
Viet Nam Discussion Day proposed
for Ursinus?
John: I think it's fine. It (the
Viet Nam issue) should be given
ample airing.
Int.: Do you feel that Ursinus
students have a good understanding of the war?
John: No, I don't. Basically, I
think students are a little bit idealistic towards war. I think that
everyone wants peace. Dissenters,
the people who wrote articles in
the paper, everyone, wants peace.

WAR TORN PHOTOGRAPH

IUrsinus Campus Responds
•
Strongly To Weekly Pohcy
ConcerningAsianSituation
The Weekl y reserves the ri g ht
to edit or delete letters due to
s pace limitations.

-

8

Howitzer grasping his ever-present M-16.

John: All Southeast Asia is important because of commitments
made toward these countries. We
are Just as committed to SEATO
as NATO. There is a difference
between the Involvement of South
Viet Nam and the United States.
I don't agree with how we got in,
but we are in. The conflict would
have developed somewhere. It just
happened to be South Viet Nam.
Now we are committed to see it
through no matter what happens
In the '68 elections. The war will
continue much to the chagrin of
Ho Chi Minh.
Int.: What do you think will

The means to this peace is the difference.
Int.: Do you feel that the American people are prepared for this
type of war?
John: The war is totally different from any other war in which
we have been involved. The American people, I feel, are totally misinformed about the type of war
that is being fought in Viet Nam.
We are engaged in a completely
unconventional war. The military
is continually adapting to this new
type of warfare, but it is also necessary for the public to adapt. In
this type of war, one of the chief
weapons is patience. This is somehappen in Viet Nam?
thing that we, as a nation, lack.
Int.: If you were able, would
John: As the war escalated, so
it will de-escalate. Hostilities on you go back to Viet Nam?
John: Yes.
both sides will gradually subside,

One Pro-

To t he E ditorUrsi nus is a Christian college,
believe it or not. As such, I think
it im portant we consider t he Christian implications of the Vietnam
conflict.
A soldier in Vietnam is t here to
defeat the enemy, perchance to kill
him . A Christian cannot kill:
" ... and whosoever shall kill sha ll
be in dan ger of t he judgment."
Matt hew 5 :21.
The administ ra tion should support a ny peace movement on campus. "Blessed a re t he pea cema ker s, f or they sha ll be call ed the
children of God." Matt hew 5:9.
The administration should be proud
of peace effor ts here at Ursinus.
God does not defend America 's
policies. Patriotism should not include killing. One can pity the
North Vietnamese and love America at the same time. We should
love our enemies, not bomb them.
The National Council of Churches has pledged a strike, a " No Business Day," if t he Pentagon escalates the war any further. The
UCC will support dissenters on religious grounds.
Daily, more and more Christians
are becoming involved in anti-war
campaigns. At Washington I saw
a goodly number of clerical collars,
and busloads of nuns. It surprised
me. I thought Christians were
hypocrites.
Love,
Ed Birdsong

-

•

•

•

•

And Now the Deluge -

Dear Editor,
We as U.S. citizens have a right
to choose- we did; we chose LBJ.
Therefore we should stand behind
him. If the government takes a
stand it is the duty of a citizen to
side with it! If you don't like it,
be sure to vote differently in the
next election. If that isn't enough
to satisfy you, you can always
leave this country. It doesn't need
dissenters.
Jack Esbenshade
Ed. Note: Perhaps you should reflect on the fact that your intriguing suggestion would depopulate
the U.S. Congress by 30%. For the
rest of your therapy I suggest
reading President Johnson's campaign speeches of 1964.

•

John is shown seatl'ti before

PA GE THREE
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Editor, Ursinus Weekly
Dear Sir:
In your editorial of October 26,
1967, "An Open Letter to Ursinus
Students," you make the gravely
erroneous assumption that all of
the thousand or so Ursinus students who chose not to flock to the
standard of protest in Washington
did so out of laziness, indifference,
or complacency. In your words,
"You just didn't give a damn."
It just so happens, however, that
Y, and I'm sure many other of last
Saturday's absentees do give a
damn. Our reason for not attending the protest march was not because we don't care. It was because we do not dissent. There are
still a few of us who have not
abandoned reality and embraced
the untempered emotionalism and
idealism which characterize the
peace movement. Nor have we
been swayt!d by aspersions cast
upon our intelligence by sanctimonious intellectuals (and would-be in-

tellectuals) who refuse to believe
that any enlightened college student could seriously have opinions
which differ from their own.
Make no mistake: we too are
discouraged and disillusioned by
t he futility of the war in Vietnam.
Speaking for myself, however, I
find it equally disillusioning that
pr otest by any segment of our society can be transformed fro m a
privilege into a requisite, a status
symbol. When our intelligence can
be insulted by our professors simpl y for not conforming to t heir
ideals, a nd when we can be penlashed in t he school paper for exer cising our r ight to ma ke our own
judgments, then t he protest movement at U rsinus, fledgling t hough
it be, has already exhibited what
has been called t he "a rrogance of
dissent."
You called us "smug?" I suggest tha t smugness descr ibes t he
atti tude not of those who chose
not to go to Washingto n on October 21 st , but of those who did go
and who cannot conceive of the
possibility that some, possibly
many Ursinus students did not
agree with them.
Sincerely ,
S. Ross Doug hty

•

•

•

•

Dear Sir:
It seems to me t hat the theme of
this year's Weekly consist s basically of a constant barrage on the Vietnam War and the adminis tration
of Ursinus College. I have seen
precious little cons tructive crit icism. It is extremely easy to tear
apart and find fault with an argument, an administration , a building, or the Vietnam Policy; but it
is often difficult to offer a bit of
corrective advice or a solution.
I have never read in the paper a
solution for the Vietnam War nor a
suggested means ;for implementation of that solution. Perhaps in
impotent rage over a situation in
which they have no power and for
which they see no realistic solution, they can only level one reiterative blast after another at J ohnson. The tone of articles directed
at campus problems is usually sarcastic if not bitter and suggests
little of value. Possibly, and regretably, this is also due to a
feeling of powerlessness.
It seems to me that an editor's
duty (especially the editor of a
newspaper with mandatory financial support from all students) is
to present both sides of a controversy-to the extent of actively soliciting the opposing view. The
Weekly not only does not show evidence of having done this, but in
fact has kept letters-to-the-editor
out of the paper while intimating
through the daily bulletin that it
was not receiving letters. The apparent policy of the Weekly has
therefore been one of presenting
one side of controversies to the active and passive exclusion of opposing views. Having been an editor of a political magazine, I find
this apparent editorial policy almost unbelievable, repugnant, dishonest, and hardly liberal-as the
editor has claimed to be.
I would suggest that the editor
(who has not been discharging the
above-mentioned duties) either resign or, preferably, seek out the
other side-after recognizing that
the opposition exists and is not stupid, apathetic, and self-gratifying
-and present it on a continuingly
equal basis with his own views.

The editor must realize t ha t the
Wee kl y is the vehicle of cam pus
news and a forum of opinion fo r
all students, not a "party organ"
and the voice of a handful.
Sincerely,
Ga r y S. Bronson
Ed. Note: Mr. Brons on, 1 find this
apparent "Letter" almo t unbelievable, quite repu g nant, and aboye all
dis hones L
1. It is unbelie vable in that you
s hould think editorials to be twoided. Editorial express a definite point of view.
ince 1 am Editor they reflect my opinions.
2. It is both repugnant and dishone t for you to imply that the
Weekly has kept unfavorable letters out of print because they are
unfa vorable. The facts of the matter are, before this rather prolific
issue only two uns olicited letters
had been submitted. The first was
cut from our second iss ue due to
hea\' y space limitations. The second (Dr. Rice' ) appeared in our
third issue.
3. I decline to debate here the
value of destructive criticisms, but
as a wise man once said, "I can't
ans wer the ques tions, but I can
Ques tion the answers."
4. Finally, Mr. Bronson, I realize certain members of the opposition are not stupid. I regret that
sections of my somewhat pompous
tirade conyeyed such an impression.
However, they have been apathetic ; now they are active. A campus
needs debate; we have it now. This
was the purpose of "An Open Letter . . ."

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Dear Editor,
On the weekend of the 29th of
October, a suburban town of 26,000 was host for a "support the
U .S. forces in Vietnam" rally.
Letters from home tell me that
high school students from both the
Nort h and South Shore areas attended and participated in this
demonstration of their concern.
Every high school sent, at least,
one busload of teenagers to the
Wakefield Common.
Nineteen year old Paul Christopher, a senior at Wakefield High
School, was the student who
prompted the rally. "If I were on
a football team, and the quarterback called a play I disagreed with,
I would still work with the team
to carry it out." This is the analogy that young Christopher made
to the press reporters. Support
for this belief that the country has
made commitments in Vietnam and
now must live up to them came all
the way from the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst (100
miles away). Telegrams and letters commending these 30,000 highschoolers came from as far as Toledo, Ohio.
Wakefield has approximately the
same population as Pottstown.
There have been no mass ra1lies
and no concern shown either from
the teenagers or the college students in this area. The 1000 students at UC must know where they
stand . . . why be afraid to speak
out . . . why be afraid to show
some reaction?
Gretchen Hoffman

•

Dear Editor,
I didn't walk out of any of my
classes, and even when I walked
out of the snack bar on Thursday
there were no thoughts of protest
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 3)
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FINE ARTS STUDENTS
CO'MPREHENSIVE EXAMS VENTURE
TO NEW YORK
CREATE CONTROVERSY
Buried on page 63 of the Ursinus College Catalog is the rather
innocuous statement:
"English
majors admitted to the College in
the fall of 1964 and thereafter will
be required in the senior year to
pass comprehensive examinations
in English and American literature
to complete departmental requirements."
This statement conveys
grave foreboding of a general academic policy which could sweep every major department at Ursin us
College.
At the present time the first administration of such a comprehensive examination is scheduled for
this Spring term, and will be required of all current senior English majors as a departmental requirement for graduation. According to Professor Calvin Yost, chairman of the English Department
and a member of the Academic
Council, the purpose of this comprehensive examination is "to find
out whether a student has a grasp
of his subject as a whole." Furthermore, Professor Yost believes
that this program will, "encourage
students to think in terms of the
sum total of the subjects in their
major field."
There is currently a portentous
wave of student disapproval on
campus concerning this policy of
comprehensive examinations. The
Class of 1968 is arguing that a
statement of this policy was not
present in the Ursin us College Catalog at the time at which they applied to, were admitted at, or entered Ursinus College.
Hence,
these students claim misrepresentation on the part of the administration, since the item stioulating that
the English majors in the senior

class would be required to pass the
examination as a requirement for
graduation, was entered into the
catalogue only after the present
senior class had already entered
the college.
One senior English major commented, "Although no one enjoys
taking a comprehensive exam ination, this test is a good method of
determining what the student has
really learned in his major." On
the other hand, another English
major complained, "I feel that one
test cannot possibly evaluate four
years of a student's work effectiveIy."
The comprehensive examination
itself generally consists of answering five essay questions and fifty
objective questions based on literary history. The English majors
in the present senior class were
given the opportunity to take a
"trial run" of the examination last
spring.
Prior to World War II, Ursinus
College administered the policy of
comprehensive examinations in all
departments. After 1941, however, the program remained dormant
until it was recently revived by the
English department under Professol' Yost. A program of comprehensive examinations is also currently being used at Haverford
College, Swarthmore College, and
the University of Pennsylvania.
The matter concerning whether
a student's grade on the comprehensive examination should become
a part of his official college transcript, and thus be forwarded to
any graduate school to which he
seeks admission, is presently on the
agenda of the Academic Council.
-Alan Gold

URSINUS STUDENTS!
Another opportunity to learn about

LIBRARY CAREERS
excellent salaries
local, national, and world-wide placement opportunities
professional employment
Scholarship and work-study program
Take advantage of the opportunity to talk with

Library Career Consultant Donald Hunt
all day Thursday, November 30
Appointments for a personal interview
may be made NOW at the

Circulation office of the Librarian, Mrs. Kneas
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The culture-seeking segment of
the Ursinus community, under the
aegis of Dr. Armstrong and the
Fine Arts department, ventured
out into a cool grey November
dawn to devote a day to the muses.
Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Hartzell, Mr.
Davis, and the students of the fine
arts class spent November 1 in two
New York museums.
The group began their tour at
the Cloister~, a reconstructed medieval monastery established by
John D. Rockefeller. The main
parts of the building are modern,
although done in the original style.
Many original objects have been
imported from Spanish and French
•
cloisters, such as tapestries, fre<>coes, columns, statues, reliquories,
furniture, and vestments. Most of Practicing for his monastic existence, Typical reads silently in Bomthe original pieces dated from the
berger Chapel.
twelfth to fourteenth centuries under Romanesque and Gothic influence.
After lunch at a round-arched
Romanesque cafeteria, the students
headed for the Metropolitan Art
Museum. There was time for only
a brief sampling of the cultural
smorgasbord available at the Metropolitan. After brief tours led
by the faculty advisors, the students scattered throughout the
building to satisfy their curiosity
and to awaken their interest.
The class waded through rush
hour traffic to a Howard Johnson's
and campusward, foot weary and
culturally enriched.

LETTERS
(Continued from Page 3, Col. 5)
in my mind. After reaching the
second page of the "Ursinus Weekly," however, a type of protest was
starting to stir my emotions. I did
not attend the anti-war rally in
Washington and I haven't hung my
head in shame, either.
The Vietnam War may not affect me; but it probably affects the
Ursinus students who have brothers or cousins in Vietnam. Yet
even some of them didn't feel obligated to travel to Washington to
express their grief for their loved
ones' positions. As for my "draftproof womb," well, I guess I'll
emerge from that in another four
years, and then maybe I'll grow a
beard, put on my (w)holy tennis
shoes, and march on the Pentagon.
I didn't play any cards on Saturday or watch any television, but I
did sweat a little thinking about
hourlies and compositions coming
up the following week. If the editor will take some time to understand the students, before he insults their intelligence and civic
pride, maybe he'll find quite a few
of us really do "give a damn"; I
do.
When I wake up to 1984, I'll be
thirty-five years old, and there will
still be problems to which no feasible solutions exist. I'm no pessimist, and I have nothing against
the peace march or those who attended. I don't know if that's the

"Typical" Student
Enters Monastery

U.C. Typical, with all good intentions, planned to spend a gray
November afternoon studying his
Twentieth Century Shakespearean
CMP under the benign influence.
Fate, however, in the form of several noisy fraternity brothers, two
punchy chern majors muttering
"He Struck," one of those crazy
guys from WRUC trying to build a
tape recorder with electric guitar
parts, a slightly dazed friend who
had just been shot down muttering
"She Struck," two people waiting
to borrow money, and a threatening phone call from his mother, intervened. Finally, Typical packed
up his books and fled the dorm to
seek Quiet and Solitude.
Our tireless Everyman ventured
forth to the library, and, 10, it
seemed that the shades of evening
had gathered, for the books were
certainly laid by. For a while Typ
studied on a stool back in the
stacks, but he soon detected the
symptoms of incipient frostbite.
In the next few hours he was
chased out of Wismer ("The din-

ing hall is for eating."), Beardwood reception room ("None of
that in our reception room."), the
Supply, the Drug, and the laundry
room. By this time he had a terrible headache, but they wouldn't
let him in the infirmary because it
was after hours. He postponed his
headache.
Will Everyman climb from the
Slough of Despond? Tune in next
week and watch Typical study for
his Linear British Genetics test in
the football bleachers, in a ginko
tree, and on a fire escape. See
Typ go from the Slough of Despond to the Pit of Degenerating
Cumulative Average. Watch Typical receive threatening letters
from his mother.
Observe Typ
turn off, drop out, and spend his
declining years in a monastery under a rule of absolute silence and
the Ursinus Plan. The moral, small
children, is to eat your carrots for
as the twig is bent, so grows' the
tree; or, Virtue Prevails over Oxydol.

I

answer; I doubt the editor knows,
either. I don't question the editor's
good intentions, but I do question
321 MAIN STREET
his criticism of the "sheltered, unPrescription Drug Store
caring Ursinus student."
I believe the editor's words of
Next to Powers
wisdom warning me of the real,
harsh, outside world, and I thank
THE
God I live in America, where it's a
little less harsh than in other areas.
The last thing I want to do is destroy our country; either by adSNACK SHOP
hering to incorrect government
WELCOMES
policies, or by creating a state of
YOU
anarchy. Through learning, lisExpert
Shoe
Repair Service
tening, and expressing my views, I
hope I, or someone much wiser, will Lots of Mileage Left in Your Old
find a more moderate solution to Shoes-Have Them Repaired at .
our country's pressing, unanswered
LEN'S SHOE REP AIR SHOP
problems.
Meanwhile, I'll keep Main Street
Collegeville
smiling . . . that just may help. New Shoes & Jack Parcell Sneakers
Karl Weiland
Dye All Fabric Shoes Any Color

College Pharmacy

ARA

",oMMlES Will 13=
PROVIDE D We XT 'tEAR
FO~ All THOSE AFRAID
c)~ BOOG IE IY\f W,

Exhausted, Typ seeks a last social contact with a coed before opting
for celibacy.
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Ursinus ys. West Chester: Harriers Sweep Four More"
Came to D e c i d e .
t
U. S. Hockey Champ Set Sights on League Crown
By FRED JACOBS
Dear ABC's Wide World of Sports ,
I wish to compliment your programming department for its remarkably varied and representati ve gcheduling of s ports contests. But
I thought, perhaps, that you might find Borne time ne xt year to fit the
United States Women's Hockey Champions hip in amon g the barreljumping champions hips , mixed s urfing champions hips, ping-pcng championships, and tree clifT.bing champions hips that you manage to televise. Just send a few cameras to the
rsinus College hockey field
during the first week in November next year, when Urs inu s plays W est
Chester.
incerely yours,
Frederick A. Jacob

All over the country last week, from Johns Hopkins's
Homeward Field to the campus of the University of Southern California, excited fan s were proclaiming that their team
was "number one!" But probably no sports team could be
quite as sure that theirs was the best college team around,
than could the victor in the hockey game between Ursinus
and West Chester, this afternoon.
INCREDIBLE, ISN'T IT? Why, Penn State has over
twenty thousand students; Michigan State has sixty thousand; and what of UCLA, Southern Cal., and Stanford, the
huge and very sports-conscious West Coast schools? There
is, of course, no such animal as a "United States Women's
Hockey Championship; but even Ursinus Hockey Coach Miss
Eleanor Snell admits that the winner of the Ursinus-West
Chester game is truly "number one." "There is probably no
other team in the country as good as either the Ursinus team
or the West Chester team," she concedes.
West Chester, though, just came into its own a few years
ago-ever since Vonnie Gros, an Ursinus graduate, took over
the helm. Ursin us, on the other hand, has dominated United
States women's hockey for over twenty-five years. "We had
undefeated seasons in 1942 and 1943," recalls Miss Snell, "and
ever since then, we've rarely lost more than one game a season."
Item: Ursin us has lost only one hockey game in the
past five years _ to West Chester, two years
ago.
Item: Ursinus has had, at times, as many as four
members (out of eleven) on the first-string AIIAmerican team.
Item: The United States sent a touring team to £urope this summer. Of the fourteen chosen for
the team, SEVEN were Ursinus graduates or

An undefeated sports team at
Ursinus College unbelievable?
Have you checked out our crosscountry team lately? Their reeord speaks for itself-10 wins and
o losses .
Under the guidance of Coach
Ray Gurzynski, the Ursinus "jets"
have become the major cross-country power in the Middle A tlantic
Conference. Names such as Bruce
Albert, Ron Herman, J ohn Russell, Tom McMorrow, an d Vince
Phillips strike fear in t he hearts
of Middle A tlantic
Conference
cross-country
runners.
T hese
"fearless fi ve" from Ursinus have
become pr acticaHy a legend within
t h is season, and the record doesn't
lie. N eedless to say, Ursi nus is a
power-a t lea st in cross-country,
and it seems an Ursi nus dyn asty
is in the making.

During the last two weeks, t he
Ursinus CC team has won 4 more
meets-running their unbeaten reeord to 10. Last Saturday at Reading, the Bears showed their fleetfootedness by sweeping the first six
places against Albright and winning 15-49. Even with the absence
of Bruce Albert, the team wiped up
the opposition.
Tom ~1cMorrow
was first, while Ron Herman (who
got lost on the course) still managed to finish second. In t he typical Ursi nus sweep method, Vince
Ph illips, J ohn Russell, J ohn MacMinn , and Al Walstad fin ished 3rd,
fourth, fifth, a nd sixth res pectively. Also in t he top ten fi nis her s
were W alt Fus in eight h and Dave
Whipp in n inth.

CC s tory, i.e. victory. Ron H erman and Bruce A lbert streaked
over the 4.5 mile F and 1 course
in 25 minutes and finished in a tie
for first. Tom McMorrow r an a
great race and fi n ished t h ird. Vi nce
Phillips, John RusseH, John MacMinn, Al Walstad, and Walt F us
finished fifth, seventh, ninth. eleventh, and twelfth respec t ively and
sewed up the victory over F and
1, 18 to 40.

Satu r day, the team r eaHy showed
their guts in a hard-fough t victory
over Haverford and Muhlenberg.
Battling a Ha verfo rd homecoming
cheering section and an "off day "
for some of thei r top r unners, the
Bears kept the ir "cool" and hung
on to defea t Have rford 28-29, and
Last Wednesday at F ra nk lin a nd Muhlenberg 15-50. J ohn R usse H
Ma r shaH , it wa s the sam e U r sinus ran a great r ace and fin ished econd . Ur sinus wrapped up the victor ies a s Ron H erman, Bruce Albert, Tom McMorrow, Vince Philli ps, a nd Al Walstad fini shed fifth ,
six t h, seventh, eighth, and tenth
res pec tively.

I
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Bears Topple Devils
After DelVal Defeat
Last Saturda y a f ternoon the Ursinus Bears fina\1y came out of
hibernation and clawed the Red
Devils of Dickinson 14-0.
UC took a 7-0 lead in the second
quarter and put the icing on the
cake with Pete Shuman 's one yard
quarterback sneak fo\1owing Mike
Mangan's 40 yard runback of an
intercepted pass.
The first TD
came on a 7 yard run by Bob McDonald and capped a 37 yard drive.
The Bears defense, coming off a
frustratin g encounter with Delaware Va\1ey's behemoths , played
superbly limiting the Devils to 47
yards rushing for the afternoon.
Meanwhil e the UC offense ro\1ed
up 281 yards (236 of them on the
ground), althoug h the Bears could
only manage to score after getting
the ba\1 in Dickinson territory.
The Bears simply could not seem
to get the vital first down and John
Mills was forced to punt 10 times.
THE GAME WAS unqu estionably Ursinus', however. The Bears
ro\1ed up 13 first downs to the Red
Devils' 7. The defense intercepted
five passes. In addition to Mangan's big catch, Tony Pacenta
picked off a pair of wayward aer-

ials while J oe Cor va ia a nd Jim
Schober gr abbed one each. Bear
defensive linemen a lso pounced on
a pair of fumbl es.
Corvaia and McDonald led the
Bruins in offense.
The slippery
halfback picked up 71 yards on
the g round and 19 on pass r eceptions. While the bruising fu\1ba ck
gained his 90 yards on the ground .
In the October 21 Homecoming
game a gainst Delaware VaHey the
fighting Bears stayed close in the
first half, only to co\1apse in the
second. On the s trength of dazzling running and pass-catching by
Joe Corvaia , Ursinu s trailed by only seven points at the half, 21-14.
However, Del Val's Aggies exploded in the second half to win by a
lops ided 42-14 score.
WITH PETE SHUMAN at quarterback, the Bears drove 49 yards
to the Del Val 25 in the early moments of the game.
During the
drive end Greg Tracey caught a
30-yard pass to put Ursinus in Aggie territory . The UC drive, a s
so many before it, ended abruptly,
though, with an unsuccessful field
goal try.
The Aggies, on the next series
of plays, marched eighty yards for
a touchdown. Halfback John Nice
snagged two long passes from Ron

I

present team members.
AMAZED? OVERWHELMED? WHEN the full extent
of Ursinus's hockey success became apparent to this writer,
it was all he could do to utter an awed, "How come?" Well,
Ursinus has had only two unone reason that can definitely be ruled OUT, according to
defeated teams in its history.
umber three jus t may be this
All-American center-forward Joan Moser, is good facilities.
year's CC team . If hard work and
"We have one lousy hockey field," rued Joan, "and it's a
des ire make undefeated team s, then
wreck. Last week, in fact," she continues, "the kids on the
this year's CC team deserves an
team went out and laid some sod down themselves. It's a
undefeated season and the Middle
Atlantic Championship as well.
deplorable situation."
Next Saturday Ursinus travels to
One of the biggest factors of Ursinus hockey's self-perTimko during the drive, one of
which was a 32-yard scoring catch. Dickinson to run Dickinson and
petuating prosperity seems to be the activity of the hockey
A five-yard penalty ultimately cost Lebanon VaHey .
On November
alumni. "Many of the hockey coaches in the area are UrDel Val the point after touchdown, 17th the Bears run at Fairmount
Park in Philadelphia for the Midsinus graduates," says Joan, "and naturally, they speak well Fina\1y, after what seemed like as the score stood at 6-0.
h dle Atlantic Championship. Wait
of the colletTe
to
their
teams."
Joan,
herself
a
Cheltenham
Later
in
the
first
quarter
t
e
,.,
an eternity, the UC soccer squad
b
Aggies were driv in g again,
ut and see-a forgotten sport may
g rad, had Miss Boyd, now assistant hockey coach here at Ur- s~owed that their hust1e an.d d e- Tony
Pacenta intercepted for Ur- bring glory to Ursinus CoHege.
sinus, for a high school coach.
sIre could overcome someone m the sinus and gave the Bruins a first
Miss Snell points to the long list of really outstanding MAC. Last Saturday, the Explor- down at the Del Val forty. Shuers of LaSa\1e fe\1 to UC by the man, under tremendous pressure finished his first half heroics. Corplayers that have come to Ursinus as another reason for the score of 3-2.
from the Aggie defensive line a\1 vaia, taking a short pass from Shuhockey success here. "We've always had one or more play- An early goal, credited to Billie day, managed to escape Del Val man, found an open fi~ld a~ead and
ers who have been really terrific," says Miss Snell, "Sue Day Swope, was nearly wasted when pursuers and ran for ten yards to romped 74 yards for SIX pomts. In
and Lynn Reichart, for example, and now, of course, Joan LaSa\1e tallied twice in the second the Aggie 30. A fifteen-yard pen- t~e last . play before the half, yrMoser. I can't tell you what they mean to a team," she elab- quarter-once via a penalty shot alty gave UC a first down on the smus klc~ed for the conversl?n.
caHed for a variety of infractions Delaware 15, but the Aggies then The halftime score was 21-14 WIth
orates. "A girl has to see good hockey played to be able to inside the 10-yard line.
threw Shuman for a loss back to Delaware Valley on top.
play well herself." Miss Snell tells of what a lift the team After half-time, however, Ursin- the 22-vard line. When the drive Delaware Va\1ey controlled the
was given by the return of Joan Moser from the European u!. o.juickly knotted the score w.ith appear~d to be stymied, Corvaia secon~ half as if it .owned Pattertour: "Joan is a wonderful player and a fine leader," says a goal off the head of left-wmg took a screen pass from his quar- son ~Ield .. In the thIrd quarter ~he
Coach Snell, "but almost as important, was that she was able Geoff Totte~weich.. This seem~d. to terback and fo\1owed a host of l!C A~gles cl~maxed a 69-?,ard drive
t SHOW th . 1 b
1
f th th'
th h d be the turmng pOint, demoraliZing blockers into the end-zone. WIth WIth .an eIght-yard scoring run by
o
.
e glr s:, y examp e, many 0
e mgs ey a LSC and providing the necessary the first quarter nearly at an end, Denms Shank. Although Shank
been domg wrong.
impetus for the Bears. Don Scott Ursinus held a 7-6 lead.
fumbled as he crossed the goal line,
THE BIG QUESTION in everyone's mind, however, is promptly drove home the deciding The second quarter saw Dela- the officials ruled the touchdown
h
ff h W t goal.
ware VaHey score twice on fine good.
just how long Ursinus is going to be able to old 0 t e e s : The fourth quarter belonged to running plays.
The Aggies reThe Aggies moved 47 yards to
Ch~ster Jugg~rnaut.. "They h~ve one t~ousand phys. ed. · the defense, who probably pla~ed gained the lead when John Nice the UC 17 in the fourth quarter.
majOrS alone, cautIOns Joan, and that s as many as we Iits best game of the season holding scored his second touchdown of the A few plays later Del Val end Joe
have in the whole gchool!" Furthermore, according to Miss . a basically hit-and-run type offense day on a six-yard scamper. A pass Franchella caught a 14-yard pass
Snell, many consider Vonnie Gros, the West Chester coach, 0!fsides, frustratin~ time after to Harry Capozzoli gave Del Val a for another touchdown. The final
1
. th U 't d St t
time the bulk of theIr attack.
two-point conversion and a 14-7 Delaware VaHey score came when
t o be th e fi nes t h oc k ey payer
m e m e a es.
The
varsity
also
soundly lead. Several minutes later the Stan Sitarski intercepted a ShuNevertheless, only a fool would wager against an Ur~ I squashed the Alumni on Homecom- Delaware VaHey team scored again. man pass and streaked sixty yards
sinus hockey team. As Mark Perkins commented to me a ing ~ay. 3-1.
This t~me the Aggie quarterback, unmolested for the touchdown.
few years back, "Those girls go out there with a certain ex- WIth three games remaining Ron TImko, ran ~9 yards for the After the game Joe Corvaia ret
thO
'f th DESERVE t
. " S d 11 Er (two at home) the Bears are eag- touchdown. Del \ al commanded a ceived the Kenneth Walker Memra some mg-as 1
ey
0 wm.
0 0 a
IZ- erly looking forward to a few up- 21-7 lead.
oria1 Award for being chosen the
abeth Snell-coached teams. She deserves, and her teams de- setting victories and SalVagirg ONL Y A SHORT time remained outstanding U rsinus 'Player in the
serve, to triumph.
some sort of decent record.
in the half, but Joe Corvaia wasn't preceding contest.

Goal by Totterw eich
Is Turnl"ng POI"nt As
Booters Top LaSalle

I

I
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CREEK CLEANINCS
Beta Sig
Special thanks to the brothers
who made Homecoming a great
week-end. Anyone interested in a
list of the workers, ask Shady, but
don't be surprised if he omits the
ex "Me and Him" Duo, now known
as "White Dove and Black Hawk."
Fletcher wouldn't raise a glass,
said he was scared. Pastor Wheat
brought us a spiritual uplifting.
While Mike met an old friendJack Daniels-Pixie and Dixie left
their mark behind the visiting
stands. The ponies love you, Steve.
Sykes and Galle are still hoping
to get pinned, while Al has his eyes
set on a rock. For Chuck it's Shippensburg or bust.
Beta Sig didn't take pledges on
Monday.

*

*

*

*

*

*

A. P. O.
Good dinner dance. Unfortunately Craig sang and Bartell made
one request too many. Was that
really Schlippert?
Gourmet Koch looking for a good
roll. Emig is studying more at
the library. Totaro is now B.B.;
only one way to tell if the name
fits. Moyer's calmer now that he's
seen Polly.
Marcy and Frantz
our answer to Warner Brothers. SGF rained out . . . football game wasn't. Beck can block
with vengeance.
Ask Burrill what the ultimate
insult for a guy is. Pledges, there
really is a John Gabel . . . somewhere. One perspective actually
visited Esbenshade at home.
K. D.

*

Zeta Chi
Congratulations
to
President
John Pote on his recent engagement to Miss Judy Zebley of Ridley Park, Penna. We expect Yukon to be getting engaged any day
now, too. Funky lessons are now
being given at the Maples Theatre
by Duke and Mac. All arthropods
and annelids need not apply.
Homecoming weekend was enjoyed by all. Greenbean was Redbean for a while at the dinnerdance and Fischer was Fischer for
a while, too, until he met Ralph,
Earl, Marty, and Torpedo outside
of 942. The Soul Seven were tremendous both nights and were
joined on Saturday night by Wilson Branca.
Everyone wishes
Tommy a quick recovery from the

injury he sustained in the HomeOmega Chi
coming football game. Our thanks
Karen Baker-do something!
to Dr. and Mrs. Hartzell, Billi and
Shalom to Sue Bowman, from
Joe Gerringer, Mr. Amarasingham, Pam Schoch and Karen Selfridge.
and the alumni for making the
Thanks to Delta Pi for the great
whole evening more enjoyable. The mix and match-er two weeks ago.
end.
The indirect lighting was very effective-we
didn't even see Crazy
* * * *
Fred.
Demas
Joan Slifer would rather switch.
Very belated congratulations to
President Eric Ruoss on his well- But, then, there's a lot of it going
planned pinning to nice, cute, love- aroU]ld.
We may release our pledges
ly, or beautiful (choose one) Linda
again this week; we've tried to
Van Horn of Tau Sig.
Maxwell Dolch , noted amateur keep them out of sight-they sure
chemist, psychiatrist, and philoso- are! Wid has been kept busy just
pher, has begun a counseling clinic censoring their songs and skits.
open to all persons who have been Although Clarice was pretty well
known in the past to show poor Tyed up last week with tests or
conduct. The group will meet af- somebody, she has resumed browter all meals in the Supply Store beating the pledges.
What did you do to whose car,
in front of the ice cream machine.
The brothers are drawing up Claudia?
some sort of award to be present*
*
'"
ed to Dick Giermann and Dan RudAlpha Sigma Nu
loff for running probably the most
Congratulations to Betsy Miller,
effective room on campus. The ef- Delta Pi's sweetheart and Homefect is to keep people off the first coming Queen for 1967. Many best
floor of South.
wishes to Charity and Betsy on
If you happen to see Gomer, tell their engagements.
him how good his $3 razor cut
Congratulations also go to Kielooks. It will make him very hap- fer and Weeze on becoming pledges
py.
of Pi Nu Epsilon-Weeze says,
"uh-huh." Soeaking of Pi Nu Ep* * * *
silon, Patty is giving competition
Sigma Rho Lambda
It was a great Homecoming to Joan Baez and Billie, Les and
Weekend for Sig Rho. We would Nu Nu have started a singing
like to congratulate Glenn Hanf group.
Hallowe'en night was unforgetwho pinned Mary Lou Falk, Rick
Gibbons who pinned Linda Renzul- table-Debbie, President Helfferich
li, Frank Di Noia on his pinning thinks you're cute. Would anyone
of Jenny Irvine, and Bill Nonne- like more cider? Always rememmacher who pinned Diane Lettiere. ber-Scholarship, Loyalty and AcU rsinus girls BEWARE! Luther tivity-how could you forget?!
Grab your partners for the Virsays he wants to join the pinning
squad. We also would like to con- gmla Reel-oh those vibrations
gratulate Scott Garber who wedded have got to stop! Kiefer got a
the former Miss Peggy Hess. We package in the mail, but she would'an't thank Arthropod enough for n't open it-darn!! Jo won the
saying grace and Bill McClain for WRUC cash call for 5 cents, she's
getting "the band" for the dinner taking her pledge mistresses out
for dinner.
dance.
APO really ( ?) paddled our
Once the weekend was over, the
brothers got down to more serious pledges. Hanth found her drawbusiness. We paddled KDK and ers. Someone tell Sheba that our
P.S.
O'Chi and we would like to thank colors are silver and red.
these sororities for the lovely tar- Kiefer took a bath.
gets. We say this tongue in cheek.
*
'"
*
The brothers would like to thank
Kappa Delta Kappa
Bill McClain for his fine hospitalW ell, another Homecoming has
ity. It was a great party until gone by with another successful
Ralph P. Vomit arrived.
luncheon at Lakeside. We enjoyed
Congratulations to the intramur- visiting with the Rices and all our
al football team which took second old sisters. Thank you, pledges,
place. Good job, Tom.
for your song(?) .

COMPLIMENTS OF . . .

wqr atqatruu ijnulir

LUTZ'S
FIFTH & MAIN

D's PIZZA-RAMA

So
KDK
means
curvature,
change, curvature to some of our
pledges. Now really 'Lane! Is
that a compliment or not?!
Thanks Sig Rho for helping with
our interrogation. To some I think
it was mostly terror. Judy, can
you sit down now? Phil, you're
very insulting!
Lynch, can't you count? We may
be wet but we're not pigs-five dozen doughnuts!!
So the pledges live in the past
and want Yesterday. What have
we done to you?! Rach-you and
your problems!!

'"

*

*

*

Phi Alpha Psi
Our deepest sympathy to Dixie
on her loss of Baby. Dee's shaker
is functioning again-just don't
get too close to it, it hasn't been
dry-cleaned yet. Mrs. Humberger
saw her doctor; everything's fine
now. Josie wants everyone to visit the Chuck Wagon to see what
she did to the curtains.
Tremendous Homecoming luncheon! Even Scarf was there. Thank
you, pledges, for remembering us
on Halloween. Great blue keg, but
where's the gold stuff that was inside?
Clunan's Uncle Remus' answer
to Aunt Jemima. Berle, the Hippie, says she's packed well. Lucas,
I thought you were going as a fat
knee. Happy B'day Cecil and B.L.
D.; and Happy Unbirthday to the
Human pledge ribbon! Ape's, you
did a fine job of "bottom-warming"
our pledges, thanks.

*

*

Tau Sigma Gamma
Our very best wishes for all
kinds of happiness go to Mary
Watson and her pinmate Jack O'Grady, a senior at the University
of Scranton. Oh, how lovely!
The Pledges decked Beardwood
Hall with boughs of pine.-Thanks!
Reed and Hennig send love and
kisses to Uncle Sam for their visiting privileges. Toth wanted to
write the Gleanings left-handed so
they would fit in with the rest of
tnis paper. Barbara hasn't studied
for two weeks. Marijuana next,
Dead-Tree?
The Pledges were
highly appreciative of Ace's words
of wisdom chalked on their targets.
The Art Museum at midnight, Janis? Wish Bob-i would keep her
window open for better inter-quad
t.!ommunication! Hi, Beck!

KOPPER KETTLE

489-9275

454 Main Street
Collegeville) Pa.
SEAFOOD - Our Specialty
489-2536

FRANK JONES

R. M. MASCHOCK

Real Estate - Insurance
Sales - Rentals

MOYER'S BARBER SHOP

ROBERT N. GOTTSHALL

346 Main Street, Collegeville, Pa.

COLLEGEVILLE
LAUNDRY

Haircutting by Appointment

272-6628

REALTOR
448 MAIN STREET
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Phone 489-9303

A. W. ZIMMERMAN

COLLEGE YARN &

COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY

3333 RIDGE PIKE
EAGLEVILLE, PENNA.

•
SPORTSWEAR
•
BETTER DRESSES
•
PETITE SHOPPE
•
FABRICS
•
MON., WED., FRI. - 9 . 9
TUES., THURS., SAT. -

Two Varieties of Cheese
Special Italian Sauce
Fresh Dough Daily

347 MAIN ST., COLLEGEVILLE
The Complete
Next to the State Store
INSURANCE BROKER
Sporting
Goods Store
Monday till Sunday - 5 till 12
228 W. Main St., Norristown, Pa.
"Compare before you buy"
Order your Ursinus Jacket thru
Phone 489-4946
DICK SYKES
FL 2-6188 - OS 2-1116 - 437-3603
275-5373
Campus Representative

9 - 6

AMPLE PARKING

JEWELER
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Certified Gemologist
American Gem Society
Complete Line of
Jewelry, Diamonds, Urainull Charms

Bobbie and Charlie Lutz

Catering to All Student Needs

CLOSED WEDNESDAYS
For Appointment Call 489-2540

FOR THOSE TASTY TREATS
Birthday Cakes Delivered to
478 Main St., Collegeville, Pa.
Students Upon Request - $3.00
489-2761
Iona C. Schatz 489-2871
L. E. Knoeller, Prop.

NOTION SHOP

I

GIRLS - EASILY EARN $200 BY CHRISTMAS
THROUGH SPARE-TIME SEWING AT HOME
EVEN WITHOUT A SEWING MACHINE
Easy.to.sew pl·oducls <both with and without R sewing mac:hine) can earn you
extra money just in tim~ for Christmas (and in the following months, too). You
can accomplish this in a few hours a week. even while you're baby·sitting. There
is no pel'Ronal selling needed. Our booklet gives you all the easy steps to follow
so that you can have fun sewing those items which you already know, plus new
ideas which you can learn, while every 8titch earns you more money. Our extra
Dil·ectory of "Where To Send For Sewing Bargains" will be included FREE, (fab·
rics, threads, yarns, buttons. ribbons, remnants, and even sewing machines at low.
low prices I) if your order is ,·eceived within 8 week. Rush two dollars today. (only
$2.001 for your copy of "GIRLS SEW AND EARN," to Amethyst Enterprises, 5
Jamaica Avenue. Greenlawn. New York. 11740. Your money will be refunded if
you are not completely satisfied-and you may keep the Directory with our com·
pliments I

PIANO NEEDS HOME
We'll transfer this lovely spinet to
responsible party. You can save
over $300.00 by assuming small
payment contract.
Write Credit
Manager, P.O. Box 35, Cortland,
Ohio.

Ursinus Girls Shine
In All-College Match
At Drexel Institute of Technology this past weekend the All College Tournament was held. Sixteen various universities and colleges who are members of the Philadelphia Hockey Association met
to compete so that four all-college
teams could be chosen. Each of
the schools participated as a team
but the girls were being judged
individually. At the end of Saturday's games a group of sixty girls
were asked to return to play on
Sunday. The entire Ursinus varsity squad returned to compete again,
however this time the players were
mixed. At the end of play on Sunday the selection of the teams were
made.
Playing on All-College I team
are Kim Brown sophomore goalie,
Linda McIntyre senior left halfback, Joan Moser senior centerforward (Joan is presently a member
of the All-American team), Gwen
Steigelman junior left wing and
Sandy Wood freshman right halfback. The six remaining positions
on the first team are filled by players from West Chester State College. The second All-College has
four Ursinus players, Karen Day
sophomore right inner, Janie Lancey freshman right wing, Nancy
Porter sophomore center halfback,
and J osi Short senior left fullback.
On all College III team we have
two players, Joan Broderick freshman right fullback and Janet Landis sophomore centerforward.
These girls will have the opportunity to compete in the Sectional
Tournament the weekend of November 11 and 18. If they make
one of the four Philadelphia teams,
they will participate at the National
Tournament
held
over
Thanksgiving vacation and played
at Goucher College, Towson, Maryland.

TIME
The longest word
in the language?

By letter count, the longest
word may be pneumunoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis,
a rare lung disease. You won't
find it in Webster's New World
Dictionary, Col/ege Edition. But
you will find more useful infor·
mation about words than in any
other desk dictionary.
Take the word time. In addition to its derivation and an
illustration showing U.S. time
zones, you'll find 48 clear definitions of the different meanings of time and 27 idiomatic
uses, such as time of one's life.
In sum, everything you want to
know about time.
This dictionary is approved
and used by more than 1000
~1I~ges and universities. IS'l't
It time you owned one? Only'
$5.95 for 1760 pages;
$6.95 .
thumb-indexed.
At Your Bookstore
THE WORLD PUBLISHING CO.
Cleveland and New York

Next to the Hockey Field

SHIRTS - A Specialty
PROMPT SERVICE
BUDGETING?
A special checking account
will help control expenses.
Collegeville Office

Provident National Bank
Member F.D.I.C.

SPECK'S DRIVE-IN
Pipin' Hot Sandwiches

GET RESULTS!

COLD DRINKS
MILK SHAKES

ADVERTISE

HOAGIES

LIMERICK, PA.

IN THE

489-7185
Gracious Country Dining Since 1798

I

ROUTE 422

LIMERICK, P A.

Phone 495-6222

COLLEGEVILLE, P A.
489-2110
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